Suggestions for Traffic Cycling:

1) Wear a helmet
2) When you reach a more important or larger road than the one you are on, yield to crossing traffic. Here, yielding means looking to each side and waiting until no traffic is coming.
3) When you intend to change lanes or to move laterally on the roadway, yield to traffic in the new lane or line of travel. Here, yielding means looking forward and backward until you see that no traffic is coming.
4) When approaching an intersection, position yourself with respect to your destination direction—on the right near the curb if you want to turn right, on the left near the centerline if you want to turn left, and between those positions if you want to go straight.
5) Between intersections position yourself according to your speed relative to other traffic: slower traffic is nearer the curb and faster traffic is near the centerline.

For Additional Information Visit:

http://charlestoncity.info/dept/content.aspx?nid=221&clid=12014
http://www.bestreetsmart.net/bike.php
http://www.coastalcyclists.org/101main.htm
http://www.sciway.net/tourism/cycling.html
http://www.bikelaw.com/
http://www.pccsc.net/
http://publicsafety.cofc.edu/about/services.php
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Bicycle Laws

Bicycles Must:
- Be registered with the city ($1)
- Use proper signaling for turns and stops
- Obey all stops, yields, and stop lights
- Keep to the rightmost side of the road
- When riding at night, display white headlight and red rear light

Bicycles Cannot be ridden:
- The wrong way on any street
- On the sidewalk
- Side by side

*Violation of any of these will result in a fine of up to $100.

Hand signals

LEFT  RIGHT

Where to Ride Skateboards
- You may not ride on city streets where the speed limit is more than 25 mph.
- You may travel on roads where the limit is below 25 mph except school or commercial zones (include the College of Charleston and King Street) between the Crosstown and Broad Street.

Where not to Ride Skateboards

1. Addelstone Library
2. Lightsey Center
3. Carolina First Arena
4. Randolph Hall
5. Stern Center
6. Business Center
7. Wentworth Garage

Prohibited Streets

Charleston Zoning
- Business
- School
- Business

Campus Map for Bicycles

Bike Racks
One Way Street
Street
Campus Building
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